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Day 1: Salt
Painting

From the box: Salt Painting Cross

Template, Black Construction

Paper, Elmer’s Glue (shared, family

supply), Salt (1/4 cup), and

Watercolor paints with paintbrush

From home: small bowl for salt,

spoon, cookie sheet or tray

What you need: 

Start by drawing a picture on the black construction paper with the white

glue OR trace the cross picture template with the white glue. Try to make a

continual stream of glue instead of dots. 

Use a spoon to sprinkle the salt over the glue, being sure ALL of the glue is

covered in a thick layer of salt. 

Pour off the excess salt onto a cookie sheet/tray. 

Now comes the fun part! Paint over the salt/glue with the watercolor paints.

Because salt is so absorbent, when you touch your paintbrush to the salt, the

color will spread like magic! Be gentle so you don’t disturb the wet glue under

the salt. 

Set your creations aside to dry. 

What You Do: 

What You Say: 
While you are painting, do you see how the color spreads once it hits the salt? See

how the salt moves the color from one place to another? That is just like Jesus! He

is the way to our heavenly Father. Jesus is like the salt, and we are just like the

paint. When “we,” the paint, come into contact with Him, He carries us to God His

Father. When you know Jesus, you can be confident that God knows YOU! Let’s

say the bottom line together: "I can have confidence because I am known."
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Day 1: Paper
Helicopter

From the box: Paper Helicopter

Template, Paper Clip

From home: scissors, crayons or

makers

What you need: 

Color/decorate your helicopters on both sides.

Cut out your helicopter on the SOLID lines. (Be careful to leave the dotted

lines alone!)

Fold panel B along the dotted line toward the center. Next, fold panel A

along the dotted line toward the center on top of panel B. Fold panel C

along the dotted line downward. Fold the two rotor panels (D and E) along

the dotted line so that one folds forward and the other backward. These

will become the blades of the helicopter. Add the paper clip to the

uncut/unfolded end of the helicopter to add weight and help the helicopter

spin. 

Tine to play! Drop your helicopter and watch it spin. Drop it from different

heights – like from above your head or below your waist, or even from

standing on a chair (With an adult's permission!)

What You Do: 

What You Say: 
As we watch our helicopters fly, we can see that the shape of the paper helicopter

keeps it in control as it falls. And the shape is the shape of a cross. We can have

confidence that the paper helicopter is going to be controlled as it falls because of

its shape. In the same way, we can have confidence in Jesus because we are

known by Him. Let’s say our bottom line together: "I can have confidence because

I am known."
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